[Cytogenetic examination of nuclear specialists exposed to chronic beta-radiation of tritium].
For the first time the cytogenetic examination of the group of nuclear specialists (79 persons) chronically exposed to tritium beta-radiation for a long period was carried out. The frequencies of unstable (conventional method) and stable (FISH-method) chromosome aberrations have been analyzed. 50 years after the beginning of working under the conditions of the increased radiation level the differences (in comparison with control values) were revealed for all cytogenetic parameters. The frequency of the radiation-specific markers (dicentrics and centric rings) exceeds more than 2-fold the control level. A significant but poor correlation between the frequency of unstable aberrations and the total absorbed dose (during the whole working period) was revealed. A retrospective estimation of irradiation doses for 14 nuclear workers was made by the frequency of stable chromosome aberrations. The obtained dose values ranged from 110 to 1250 mSv.